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Abstract 

In this study, students read historical fiction books in literature circles.  

My research question was What are the observed behaviors and reported 

experiences when students read historical fiction in literature circles?  Following 

a process of book talks and book selection, students were organized into small 

groups, created a reading schedule to follow, responded in notebooks, held group 

discussions about the books, and created final projects for their books.  The study 

ran for two rounds of literature circles, so each student read two historical fiction 

books for this study.  Observational data and other data were gathered during the 

study and analyzed.  Findings include students having meaningful historical 

fiction experiences, taking charge of learning, using higher order thinking skills, 

practicing communication skills, experiencing motivation, and using multiple 

intelligences. 
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Researcher Stance 

 I have a history with historical fiction.  Ever since I picked up a book 

about a pioneer girl named Kirsten, I’ve felt a connection to the characters, their 

worlds, and their times.  I’ve found comfort in knowing the problems we face in 

our own times are not unlike the problems they faced in their times.  My love of 

historical fiction led me to want to know more, to get involved in history. 

As a child, I imagined myself settling the prairies of the Midwest in the 

nineteenth century, learning proper manners in Victorian times, practicing my 

sewing skills in the eighteenth century, or imagining what it was like for runaway 

slaves to begin a new life of freedom.  Instead of playing house or dress-up, I 

played history.  I created my own artifacts in my spare time, wore historical 

costumes for fun, and asked for historical fiction books for my birthday.  My 

parents were incredibly supportive of my history habit, and were happy to buy me 

more books. 

As I got older, my history habit got worse.  I asked for every book in my 

favorite historical fiction series.  After reading all of them at least five times, I 

moved onto another historical fiction series at a higher reading level.  I asked for 

every book written by that author.  I requested a family vacation to Colonial 

Williamsburg. 

I interned at a museum for five summers. I learned to sew my own 

historical clothing.  I learned the term ‘historically accurate.’  I began designing 
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museum programs and special historic events.  I still work at the museum on the 

weekends. 

My historical fiction books inspired me to become the person I am today, 

so when I began teaching seventh grade, I was surprised to see that my middle 

school students were not inspired by their books.  They didn’t “play history.”  

They didn’t play fantasy.  They didn’t play science fiction.  They didn’t play 

realistic fiction.  They didn’t play picture books.  They didn’t play any kind of 

books.  They read the books that were assigned to them, some of them willingly 

and some of them not, but they didn’t get involved with the books.  They read 

their chapters, did their homework, and that was it. 

I started using Literature Circles, and that helped a little bit.  At least now 

my students could talk about their books with classmates and have a small-group 

support system to help them read and understand their books.  My students read 

their books and did their assignments.  Some of them actually enjoyed their 

books, but no students showed any enthusiasm towards wanting to take their book 

a step further.  Even though middle school students are “too old to play,” if they 

felt like playing, it wouldn’t have been playing their book. 

And then I had a breakthrough.  I was teaching reading using literature 

circles, and for this particular round I had offered a book about a teenager in 

Hawaii who was at the bombing of Pearl Harbor.  There were four students in the 

Pearl Harbor group, and as they read and got deeper into the story, they started 
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asking me questions.  What kinds of weapons did they have in World War II?  

What was it like for the soldiers?  Did they really have to bring their family to the 

base?  What did the families think of the war?  Why was the war in Hawaii?  How 

did this connect to Germany?  Which countries were on our side?  Who was 

Hitler?  Did he die? 

All of a sudden, there was interest! There was enthusiasm!  There was 

motivation!  My students wanted to know more.  Now we were really having a 

quality literature circle discussion.  This was not I liked the book because…  This 

was Tell me more because I am interested and I am hungry to learn more.  All of 

a sudden, I was not the teacher.  I was the museum guide, eager to share my 

wealth of knowledge with visitors who want to ask questions.  If these middle 

school students weren’t too old to play, I’m sure they would have been playing 

Pearl Harbor.  It was incredibly refreshing to see students so enthusiastic about 

something they read in a book.  It was this small Pearl Harbor group that led me 

to my research topic of using Historical Fiction in Literature Circles. 
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Literature Review 

Introduction 

 Several research studies have been conducted and found that literature 

circles are an effective way to teach reading.  Several other studies have been 

conducted to research the use of historical fiction to teach social studies and 

history.  A few studies attempt to combine these two subject areas or strategies. 

Literature Circles 

What Are Literature Circles?  Daniels (2002) defines literature circles 

with eleven characteristics: students choose the book they read, the books 

determine small temporary groups, different books are read by different groups at 

the same time, groups follow a schedule to talk about their book, students write or 

sketch as they read, students choose the discussion topics, discussions are natural 

conversations about the books, the teacher is a facilitator of the group, teacher 

observation and student self-assessment are used, the atmosphere is a fun 

environment, and readers share what they have read before choosing the next 

book.  Other components of literature circles may include reading response logs 

or journals, roles and role sheets, or sticky notes. 

Hill, Schlick Noe, and King (2003) state that the purpose of literature 

circles is for students to read books and to explore the characters, issues, and ideas 

in them; to figure out what they think, both on their own and with the help of 

others; and for teachers to meet their own responsibilities of standards, 
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assessments, and helping learners.  Literature circles are like adult book groups, 

but without the food and wine. 

Strategies and Techniques.  Within the literature circle process, a variety 

of strategies can be used to manage groups and set routines for students to follow.  

Book talks, displays, book passes, and stations can be used to help students select 

books that would be appropriate to them.  Ballots or sign-up sheets can be used to 

assign students to a book group.  Group rotation schedules, meeting calendars, or 

weekly literature circle schedules can be set by the teacher and posted or 

distributed to students.  Final projects can be created at the conclusion of each 

literature circle (Daniels, 2002, & Stone, 2000). 

 In the literature circle community, a major topic of debate is the use of 

role sheets.  Role sheets are worksheets designed to guide and give purpose to 

literature circle discussions.  Each student in a group is assigned a role, like 

summarizer, illustrator, or questioner.  To prepare for a discussion, students 

prepare a worksheet based on their roles: the summarizer would write a summary, 

the illustrator would draw a picture, or the questioner would make a list of 

questions.  These worksheets would be shared during the discussion.  Daniels 

(2002) states that these role sheets are meant to be temporary, a way to let 

students experience different ways of sharing during discussion and to get the 

discussions started when students don’t know what to talk about otherwise.  Many 
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teachers are overly dependent on role sheets and have let the role sheets become 

the heart of literature circles instead of the discussion and group aspects. 

Hill, Schlick Noe, and King (2003) give alternatives to the role sheets: 

sticky notes, bookmarks, journals, and a chart of Great Questions To Keep Your 

Literature Circle Conversation Going.  They remind teachers that any strategy 

can be used as long as students are prepared to discuss their book with their 

group. 

Roser and Keehn (2002) found that more meaningful discussions come 

from regular procedures.  They highlighted daily checklists, rotating charts, and a 

“Big Idea” journal.  Brabham and Villaume (2000) suggest using “Wow” words, 

which are new and/or impressive words the students find as they are reading. 

With new technology, teachers are also using computer-based components 

like blogs and wikis to augment their literature circles (Valenza, 2008). Instead of 

relying solely on discussion, students can post their thoughts to teacher-controlled 

websites to share their ideas about the book.  Students who are shy or do not talk a 

lot in discussion can use the blogs as a non-verbal outlet for their opinions of the 

book. 

Thomas and Hoffmeister (2002) found that students who don’t do well in 

traditional settings do better with online message boards.  There is increased 

motivation due to the technology component and the online interaction, and the 

increased motivation could lead to better performance.  Students don’t need to be 
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tech savvy in order to participate in these literature circle blogs because the focus 

is on the literacy, not the technology.  Thomas and Hoffmeister (2002) also found 

that fewer high-quality posts are better than lots of short posts.  Students learn 

more and demonstrate more learning when they take the time to create thoughtful 

entries when they post to the websites. 

Why Use Literature Circles? Hill, Schlick Noe, and King (2003) remind 

readers that there is a difference in loving to read and loving to teach reading.  

Many teachers don’t like their reading manuals and textbook anthologies.  They 

want to use novels, but they can’t just let kids sit and read; they need a structured 

reading program.  Literature circles could meet these needs. 

 In executing literature circles in the classroom, teachers present positive 

findings.  Many teachers use Literature Circles because students, not teachers, 

lead the discussions, ask the questions, and guide the learning.  As they discuss 

their books, students are also building conversational skills (Brabham & Villaume 

2000). 

Blum, Lipsett, and Yocom conducted a study of literature circles in an 

inclusive classroom and found that literature circles are a good accommodation 

for inclusion students.  Through literature circles, the students were able to self-

assess their reading skills and self-manage their learning.  In the realm of special 

education, self-determination is key to the empowerment and success of students.  
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The literature circle format also provided special education students with 

scaffolds to be successful at reading (2002). 

Brown conducted a study comparing literature circles to a traditional basal 

reading textbook.  Students were more motivated by the novels in the literature 

circles.  They were able to make connections with the literature circle books and 

relate to them on a personal level, which they could not do with the units in the 

textbook (2002). 

Casey (2008) found that students are motivated in literature circles 

because their ideas matter.  This motivates them to read more.  Students are also 

able to form a relationship with their peer group (their literature circle group) and 

have a built-in support system if they need help with their book. 

Historical Fiction 

Why Use Historical Fiction?  Barton and Smith conducted a study using 

novels about World War II in a middle school setting.  Through surveys and 

workshops, they found that teachers enjoyed using historical fiction and would 

use it more often if they had adequate materials and the time to focus on historical 

fiction.  One teacher specifically noted that it takes a lot of time to read a novel 

with a class, but using that historical fiction novel is worth the time.  Other 

teachers cited reading levels and abilities as drawbacks to using historical fiction, 

and another teacher even complained about not being able to use historical fiction 

due to snow days and school cancellations (1994). 
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Students, however, loved historical fiction.  They got very involved in 

their books and wanted to keep reading and discussing their books.  They said 

they enjoyed the novels more than anything they had learned about in other social 

studies classes.  Other students appreciated that the teachers taught what they 

knew instead of teaching out of a textbook.  They were actively engaged in 

discussions, poetry, and helping peers.  They were able to make more connections 

between the historical fiction novels and their own lives.  They appreciated that 

the topics of the novels were meaningful, and the historical fiction helped to 

develop more interest in history (Barton & Smith, 1994). 

Brooks and Hampton (2005) found that through historical fiction, students 

can learn history’s impact on their lives.  Students want to be able to connect the 

past to their present lives, and they can do this with historical fiction and 

discussion.  Thinking about historical fiction stories allows students to reflect on 

past and present issues and situations. Through novels they can also learn 

vocabulary specific to time period.  Using their prior knowledge and what they 

learn from historical fiction, students can deepen their understanding of history. 

Roser and Keehn (2002) found that students were able to identify with the 

characters in historical fiction and see events through the eyes of someone their 

own age.  They found a fourfold increase in students’ accurate ideas about time 

period and half the misconceptions students had about a time period after reading 

historical fiction.  In discussion groups, they found thoughtful talk, increased 
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willingness to work together as a group, using evidence from the story to support 

ideas, building on others’ comments in discussions, and using information from 

multiple sources. 

Short (1997) cautions teachers about the books selected for students to 

read.  Teachers should choose historical fiction carefully because some books can 

“obscure, distort, and deny the truth as easily as they can shed light on it” (p. 

188).  Short reminds us that novels are not textbooks and they can be inaccurate, 

so we need to make sure to discuss all important issues in a novel with students to 

give them facts on which to base their opinions as they read.  Short does admit 

that historical fiction makes history more interesting to students and is still 

important to learning. 

Stone (2000) reports that, “Fiction often makes history more vivid” (p. 

14).  Students feel like they are there with the characters in the story and the 

authors can make the conditions of the time period seem real.  Stone gives an 

example of Karen Hesse’s Out of the Dust and remarks that readers will feel like 

they are in the middle of the Dust Bowl.  Another study found “Teachers reported 

that the details of daily living and the vivid descriptions of character and setting 

help students to picture themselves in historical times” (Hootstein, 1994, p. 9).  

Higginbotham (1999) explains that we need to allow students to read 

books they are interested in so they will enjoy reading and become lifelong 

learners.  The study showed that historical fiction is a genre many students are 
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interested in, as evidenced by significant numbers of students who read short 

selections of various genres and indicated the ones which they were most 

interested in.  Higginbotham’s statistics show students are consistently interested 

in historical fiction, but that it is more popular among girls than boys. 

Rappaport (2001) found that literature circles result in student motivation 

and interest.  Historical fiction can help students to understand social and 

historical concepts. 

Strategies and Techniques.  McMahon’s study of discourse in social 

studies classrooms involved book clubs.  Book club components were reading, 

writing/representation, instruction, and discussion.  Students read their books 

silently, out loud, with a partner, or by listening and following along.  They used 

literary strategies like making predictions, summarizing, and sequencing.  A 

reading log and think-sheet were used for assessment, and discussions, both 

whole group and small group were used for students to explore the stories in 

depth (McMahon, 1992a).  As a result of these book clubs, students were able to 

generate their own questions and work together to find those answers.  For 

example, after reading one group was curious about the distance between two 

countries, so they worked together using a map to figure it out.  Some of the 

groups had trouble with making connections in their book club discussions, or 

they would impose their own feelings on the characters they read about.  The 

students also tended to write more in their logs than they shared in their 
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discussions, but the students were successful at working together to clarify their 

own misunderstandings (1992b). 

Roser and Keehn also used book clubs in social studies, but included a 

whole-group component as well as a small group book club.  Inquiry played a 

major part in this unit, as well as talking about the text.  Children were able to 

talk, think, inquire, and learn, and showed significant improvements on pre- and 

post-assessments due to the whole-group/book club strategies in this unit (2002).  

The format was a whole group read aloud of one story, several small groups 

reading different novels, and finally a whole group discussion at the end of the 

unit, where students could share what they had learned in their small groups.  

Students talked about the characters and how historical events affected their lives.  

The smaller inquiry groups highlighted children’s interests.  Other activities 

included writing to pen pals from another class and inviting parents to class. 

 Another strategy used with historical fiction is Richards’s QCT, or 

Question, Connect, Transform.  Through modeling QCT, social studies teachers 

using historical fiction can think more critically in their responses to historical 

fiction (2006).  Originally designed for a language arts setting, QCT encourages 

students to read critically with a partner or in small groups.   There were 

opportunities for “varied expressive language abilities” (p. 196) like journaling, 

drawing, or creating projects.  Students showed growth in reading and responding, 
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and in collaborating and sharing ideas.  Teachers could look at individual 

students’ responses and forms of communication for assessment purposes. 

Chick (2006) encourages using historical picture books, like Martin’s Big 

Words: The Life of Martin Luther King, Jr.  Students can discuss these picture 

books in small groups, the same way they discuss historical fiction novels. 

  Norton (1993) describes using webbing as a way to graphically organize 

the information in historical fiction. Strategies include webbing vocabulary 

words, using a web as a pre-reading activity, webbing the structure of a story, and 

organizing the details into categories.  

Hootstein (1994) found that students are motivated to do projects and 

hands-on activities based on historical fiction.  The choice of projects is also a 

motivator.  Other activities described by Hootstein are role-playing the characters 

and events in the story and holding group discussions to share ideas about the 

story or experiences of reading the story. 

Barton and Smith (1994) highlighted using the jigsaw strategy with 

historical fiction.  They also stressed the use of graphic organizers, illustrations, 

and charts of student responses.   All students should be able to participate 

actively in meaningful discussions.  Partner reading and reading journals were 

used to further understanding.  Barton and Smith found ways to incorporate 

primary sources. 
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Combining Historical Fiction with Literature Circles 

 In combining historical fiction with literature circles, Fisher and Shapiro 

conducted a study of teachers who read historical fiction in literature circles.  The 

dynamics of adults working together was much different than the dynamics of 

students, but sometimes the teachers felt themselves taking on the role or point of 

view of a student.  The participants were respectful, non-confrontational, and 

positive.  In general, they thought the roles were helpful and they learned about 

the topics and time periods they read in their novels.  The teachers were very 

enthusiastic about reading historical fiction in literature circles and planned to use 

literature circles and historical fiction in their own classrooms (1991). 

 Literature circles and historical fiction are both successful classroom 

techniques. The enthusiasm of the teachers who read historical fiction in literature 

circles shows that when combined in a reading setting, it is expected that the 

individual successes of literature circles and historical fiction will produce an 

even more effictive teaching technique. 
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Research Design and Methodology 

Introduction 

 In this study, students participated in literature circles.  For each round of 

literature circles, all students read a historical fiction book with their small group.  

Students determined their assignment schedule, read the book, completed 

notebook assignments, participated in discussions about the book, and created a 

final project. 

Setting 

The setting of my study was a middle school with a population of about 

1,000 students in grades 6, 7, and 8.  It was located in a city in Eastern 

Pennsylvania and drew students from the inner city, low-income housing 

developments, nearby neighborhoods, and the suburbs.  The physical school 

building was old with several additions and renovations.  The original building 

was from 1922, and other parts of the building dated to the 1950s and 1990s.  

Within the school this created inconsistencies in air quality, air conditioning, 

clocks, lockers, heating, classroom facilities, and bathroom facilities. 

My classroom was half of a team room of two classrooms with a dividing 

curtain between them. The larger classroom and had a long chalkboard across one 

wall.  At either end of the chalkboard were shelves for supplies and textbooks.  

The classroom library was situated along the dividing curtain with a carpet, 

pillow, and padded armchair.  The teacher’s desk was behind this reading area.  
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The back wall had a series of desktop computers, storage cabinets, and bulletin 

boards.  The remaining wall was formed by a series of windows, which 

overlooked the field hockey field.  A table with four chairs, called the “dining 

room table,” was situated along this window wall. Students sat at tables arranged 

in the middle of the room for whole-group instruction.  Seating arrangements 

were assigned, but changed throughout the year. The main classroom door led to a 

small section of hallway that was utilized by students working in small groups. 

The hallway area had four desks, four chairs, three pillows, a beanbag chair, and 

two carpets.  There was a bulletin board “door” which was used to block this 

hallway area from the main seventh grade hallway. 

My teaching partner’s classroom, the smaller of the two rooms, was 

entered either through the dividing curtain or through two doors from the hallway.  

When entering through the curtain, the teacher’s desk and supply shelves were to 

the left.  Around the corner was a table with the printer and writing supplies.  The 

chalkboard was on this wall.  Around the next corner was a closet, followed by 

the main door, tables with secure laptop storage, and a series of cabinets.  There 

was a carpet in the corner for this classroom’s library.  The third wall had shelves 

for the classroom library and supplies.  The teacher assistant’s desk was on this 

wall.  Around another corner were two metal storage cabinets. 
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Participants 

The students were in seventh grade on a two-teacher team, nicknamed the 

Time Travelers.  Both homerooms had 18 students each, for a total of 36 students 

on the team.  The gender breakdown was 12 girls and 24 boys.  One student 

elected not to participate in my study, and one student joined our team at the end 

of my study.  The team was very diverse; students’ backgrounds were Caucasian, 

African-American, Latino, Filipino, and blended backgrounds. 

 The team was full inclusion of special education students. The team was 

split evenly; 18 students had an IEP and 18 students were general education.  All 

students were at various academic levels and the team was considered a “mixed 

track.”  The special education students had a variety of specific learning 

disabilities.  Most were middle to high functioning.  There was one student with 

particular auditory processing needs who had a one-on-one teaching aide. 

In addition to the two co-teachers and one-on-one teaching aide, there was 

a teacher’s assistant for the team, for a total of four adults in the room during team 

instruction. 

Procedures 

I applied to the Human Subjects Internal Review Board (HSIRB) of 

Moravian College for approval to conduct this study (Appendix A).  Through the 

distribution of consent forms (Appendixes B and C) I gained permission from my 

principal and parents of my students to conduct the study. 
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Both rounds of literature circles in my study were conducted within our 

block of time designated for English Language Arts.  The ELA block consisted of 

a writing station, a computerized reading program station, a workbook station that 

is part of the computer program, and my literature circle station.  My literature 

circles utilized the following routine: 

Book Talks and Book Selection: Each literature circle round began with 

a brief teacher-led description of each book that was to be offered for the round.  

(See Appendix D for a listing of the historical fiction books used in each round.)  

After the book talks, students were given an opportunity to peruse the books, read 

the summary on the back cover, read a few pages, or use any other strategy that 

would assist them in determining which books were of interest to them and/or at 

an appropriate reading level. 

Immediately following the book talks and perusal, students filled out an 

index card with their name and their top three book choices.  After all students 

had handed in their cards, I sorted the cards by students’ top choices and begin to 

arrange the groups.  Special consideration was made to ensure that students were 

paired with a book that was appropriate to their reading level, and that members 

of the individual groups were students who do not have problems working 

together. 

Beginning the Groups: The next day, books and groups were announced.  

During the group’s designated literature circle time, the group members would 
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work together to plan their assignment schedule (Appendix E). Group members 

agreed on when they would read the chapters, when they would complete their 

literature circle notebook assignments (Appendix F). 

Group Work:  Once groups had completed their assignment schedule, 

they were responsible for the reading assignments they had set for themselves.  

They were also responsible for completing their daily literature circle notebook 

page.  If students completed their reading and notebook page, they were 

encouraged to hold group discussions of the book in preparation for their graded 

discussion with me. 

Graded Discussion: Once each literature circle round, students met with 

me for a discussion of their book.  I used the Discussion Rubric (Appendix G) to 

assess their progress with their book. 

Final Project: After reading the book, students were responsible for a 

final project for their book.  Students were given the option to work alone, with a 

partner, or in a small group, as long as all project participants had read the same 

book.  Students were given a choice of projects and were assessed by a project 

rubric (Appendix H). 

Data Sources 

Field Log.  I recorded all my observations in my field log.  I typically 

conducted observations during small group literature circle discussions.  

Literature circle groups were scheduled to meet with me every other day, and so I 
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was able to observe four groups each day.  My field log was divided into two 

columns: the first was for direct observations and quotations, and the second was 

for my own reflection on these observations. 

Surveys.  I conducted a student survey following each round of literature 

circles (Appendix I).  Through the survey, I hoped to understand students’ 

experiences, opinions, and impressions of that particular literature circle, as well 

as their response to the historical fiction. 

Interviews.  I interviewed several students using the Interview Questions 

(Appendix J) as a guide.  Based on student responses, I asked appropriate follow-

up questions to further their discussion of their literature circle experiences. 

Student Work.  I collected students’ Literature Circle Notebooks, which 

were graded using my notebook rubric (Appendix K).  I also looked for insightful 

responses students wrote in their notebooks.  During literature circle discussions, 

students were assessed using my discussion rubric.  Students completed final 

projects, and these were assessed using my project rubric. 

Teaching Partners.  I included input, ideas, and quotes from my teaching 

partners in my field log. 

Data Analysis 

 I coded my field log to look for patterns in my observations.  I arranged 

these codes into categories and put them into a graphic organizer.  I then looked 
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for themes within this graphic organizer and also considered themes on a bigger 

scale. 

Student samples were collected and examined for achievement.  

Discussions were also examined for evidence of student understanding and 

insight.  Interviews and surveys were conducted to gain students’ perspectives of 

their experiences.  Input from other adults gave me another perspective of the 

study. 

Trustworthiness 

As I conducted my study, I tried to remain open and honest about the data 

I collected.  I was objective in my observations, remembering to distinguish my 

own personal interpretations from the actual events I observed.  I considered the 

points of view of the students and other teachers as well as my own.  I used 

student work and other artifacts, as well as input from other teachers in 

triangulating the results of my study.  I faithfully recorded all observations, 

whether they were positive, negative, or neutral to my expected outcomes.  I did 

not disregard observations that did not apply to my expected outcomes. 

 I followed ethical guidelines, as suggested by Holly, Arhar, & Kasten 

(2005).  I obtained permission to do my Action Research Study from the HSIRB, 

my principal, and my students and their parents/guardians.  In class, I gave my 

students a more detailed explanation of the study. 
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 While conducting my study, I was open to the input of my students.  I 

reminded them that they could always tell me their opinions or points of view, 

even if they were not participating in a formal survey or interview. 

 To ensure confidentiality, I reminded students that ‘what is said in the 

study stays in the study’ and I would not break that confidentiality.  To ensure 

anonymity, I used pseudonyms.  Only I had access to the master list of students 

and their pseudonyms, and I kept this list secured with my other research 

information. 

 I reminded my students that they had the right to withdraw from my study 

at any time and it would not affect their grade.  They knew that withdrawing from 

the study meant that I would not collect data concerning them.  They understood 

that if they withdrew from the study they would still be responsible for doing their 

regular assignments. 

 To keep my students’ trust, I tried to keep communication open, and I was 

open to their ideas and input.  I reflected on my own teaching practices, tried to 

use best practices based on educational research, and thought about how my 

actions could affect the outcome of my study. 
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Our Literature Circle Stories 

My Story: September 

 I haven’t even started my study, and already I’m having to make 

changes… 

I was planning on an even mix of boys and girls, so in selecting books for 

my study I chose an even mix of books that would appeal to boys and books that 

would appeal to girls.  When we got our class lists our team ended up with 2/3 

boys and 1/3 girls, so now I need to find more “boy books.” 

I was planning on having students who were about the same reading level 

as my students last year, but when we started our baseline reading tests, we found 

that we have some very low readers.  Now I need to find some good historical 

fiction appropriate and appealing for seventh graders at an easy reading level. 

I was planning on using a series of worksheets and packets for student 

responses, but over the summer my teaching partner and I decided it would be 

easier to use a Literature Circle Notebook for students to write about their 

comments and reading experiences. 

I had planned on getting through four or five rounds of literature circles in 

the time allotted for my study, using only one or two historical fiction books and 

several modern fiction books for each round.  I thought this would give students 

more choice in their reading, but for the purpose of my study it was suggested to 

me that I use historical fiction with all students at the same time.  Now I plan to 
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do two rounds of all historical fiction after a round of regular literature circles to 

give students an opportunity to get used to the literature circle routine. 

My Story:  The Groups 

 Now that I’ve straightened out the books, done the book talks, had the 

students sign up for their top three choices, sorted the cards, arranged the groups, 

handed out the books, and started the process, I’m already getting complaints 

from students about who is in what group.  I didn’t get it at first.  They had signed 

up for the books they were interested in.  I gave them all a book that was one of 

their top three choices, and most of them responded Yesssss! when I handed out 

their books, so why were they suddenly coming up to me and saying they didn’t 

like their book anymore? 

 Then my teaching partner Sam explained it.  “The pull of friends is greater 

than the love of reading,” she said.  I had given the students a choice of books, 

hoping the choice would motivate them, but if the students don’t like to read at 

all, then there is still no motivation for them because there is no choice to not 

read.  Thus their friends become their motivation, and they are motivated to be in 

a group with their friends. 

 Over lunch, Sam and I compared this idea to district in-service workshops.  

As teachers, we are given a choice of workshops, but if none of the workshops 

appeals to us, we sign up for the same workshops, hoping that we’ll be able to sit 

together or work together if the program presenter has us work with a partner. 
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 Suddenly I get it!  Most of my students feel about my beloved books they 

way I feel about pointless workshops that don’t apply to me.  What a scary 

thought! 

Kathy’s Story 

“Mrs. Hriniak, which book is good for me?” I asked on Book Talk Day.  I 

wanted to make sure I got the right book. 

“Well, Kathy, do you like books that are closer to our time, or books about 

things that happened a long time ago?”  She answered my question with a 

question.  I don’t like when she does that.  I wish people would just tell me what I 

need to do so I can do it.  I was so nervous about choosing the right book.  I didn’t 

want to make a bad decision. 

“I like a long time ago,” I answered, and Mrs. Hriniak suggested I write 

down The Midwife’s Apprentice on my card.  It was the book from the oldest time 

period of all the books she had.  I had to write down two other books anyway, but 

I was pretty sure I would get this Midwife book.  Mrs. Hriniak said I could 

“handle it.”  That made me feel good because I heard this book is a challenge.   I 

like to read, though, so I was up to the challenge. 

The next day we found out our groups, and I was in The Midwife’s 

Apprentice group with Juliette, Kira, Tamera, and Rhianna.  I was so excited 

because they all liked to read and I knew we would make a good team for 

literature circles.  We all really liked the story.  I asked lots of questions because I 
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wanted to learn more about what it was like in Medieval times.  My whole group 

asked lots of questions about the time period.  We all wanted to understand the 

story better.  Mrs. Hriniak was right…it was a challenge, but when we had our 

discussions with her we asked her all our questions about the story, and she 

helped us with the parts we didn’t understand.  And when we wanted to know 

why they did certain things in Medieval times, Mrs. Hriniak knew all the answers.  

It was like she was an expert on our book and our time period. 

We had fun making our project.  Well, I did most of the work to start.  I 

bought the poster board and drew the game board design, but I’m artistic and I 

like to do that kind of stuff.  Then everyone else helped me color it and make up 

questions for the game cards.  It was so much fun, I didn’t want to leave my 

group. 
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Figure 1:  Kathy’s literature circle notebook for The Midwife’s Apprentice. 

Kathy's Literature Circle Notebook for 
The Midwife's Apprentice

*I never knew how unsanitary everything was
Living conditions were rough back then.

*I like learning about Alyce as she finds her personality.  
She is realizing she is worth more than what people say 
she it.

*How did Alyce know how to deliver the baby girl?

*I would not like wearing the same clothes everday…

*I would not want to have a baby during that time period.  
It would be very difficult.

*[If Alyce could time travel to 2009] Alyce would be 
amazed how much food we have.  Alyce would be confused 
that people are wearing different clothes.  Also Alyce would 
love showers because she would be clean every day.

*I learned that life was really hard back then.  Even when 
things get difficult don't give up.  Keep trying.  It's 
important to set goals for yourself and work for them.

 

 

But then we had our second round of historical fiction books, and I found 

out I liked this group even better!  My second book was Esperanza Rising.  

Valerie, Jackson, and Reuben were in the group with me.  The great thing about 

Esperanza Rising was that Mrs. Hriniak had it on CD, so even though it was a 
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long, difficult book, we could listen to the CD and follow along in the book.  Of 

course I asked a lot of questions about this book, too.  I like reading, I like 

historical fiction, and I like asking questions to learn more about the book and the 

time period. 

One day Mrs. Hriniak talked to us about a big part in the book when 

Esperanza was on the train.  Esperanza wouldn’t let a poor little girl play with her 

doll, and she was kind of snobby about it, so her mother made a yarn doll for the 

little girl.  My friend Katie had given me an American Girl craft book that gave 

directions on how to make yarn dolls, so I was really excited.  I read the 

directions, and Mrs. Hriniak gave us some yarn, and we all started making yarn 

dolls!  I thought it would be a fun project to make yarn dolls and put them on a 

poster with the directions to make a yarn doll and a summary of the story to show 

why a yarn doll is important for our book.  Once we started making yarn dolls, 

other literature circle groups saw, and they wanted us to show them how to make 

yarn dolls, too!  The Crispin group started making yarn dolls as puppets for their 

puppet show project. 
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Figure 2:  Kathy’s sticky notes for Esperanza Rising. 

 I feel sad for Esperanza 
because she lost her 

father and lost 
everything she owned.

Kathy's Sticky 
Notes for 

Esperanza Rising

I see tears and grief 
in Eperanza eyes when 
her father.  All she 
thinks about is her 

father.

 I feel sad when the 
protesters get forced 
on the bus to go back 

to Mexico.

 I think If you have 
somthink you might take 
it for grant.  You will 

only know how important 
it is to you until you do 

not have it more.

 

 

Figure 3:  Kathy’s blog entry for Esperanza Rising. 

Kathy's Lit. Circle 
Blog Entry

I liked Esperanza Rising.  It was about a girl that loved her 
father and her good life but then ever thing for the worse.  

Watch her go from a brat to a grown up sweet girl.
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Figure 4:  Kathy’s literature circle notebook for Esperanza Rising. 

Kathy's Literature Circle Notebook for
Esperanza Rising

*I like learning about Mexico and the characters are interesting.

*Esperanza is spoiled because she does not let peasants touch her 
stuff just because there peasants.

*She was using a washboard to clean the dirty diapers.

*It confusing that Esperanza does not know that she is poor.

*I did not realized that there were so many people affected by the 
depression.

*I liked the metaphor the Abuelita used mountains and valleys as up 
and downs.

*Why does the American government allow this type of treatment?

*The conflict was between the rich and the poor.  People were 
competing for jobs.  In some people minds the Mexican/American war 
was still continuing.
On the last page Esperanza said, “Do not ever be afraid to start 
over.”  I think she was talking about her life and how she changed 
as a person.
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Figure 5:  Kathy’s project for Esperanza Rising. 

 

 

Stories of The Midwife’s Apprentice 

 The first group that read The Midwife’s Apprentice was Kathy, Juliette, 

Kira, Tamera, and Rhianna.  They loved the book.  They asked questions.  They 

wanted to know more about the story.  They wanted to know more about the time 

period.  They were the perfect literature circle group, and the perfect group for my 

study.  They were all readers.  They got along together and worked well as a 

group. 
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 The second group was Josh, Karen, and Britney, and I thought they all 

would love the book.  After the book talks, this was the only book that Josh 

wanted to read.  On his card, instead of writing the usual top three book choices, 

he listed The Midwife’s Apprentice three times!  Britney had this book listed first 

on her card, so I thought she would be happy with it.  Karen had been absent for 

book talks and filling out cards, but she and Britney were good friends, and she 

expressed to me that her last book, The Big Lie was too easy and she needed a 

more challenging book. 

Despite my best intentions, this group did not do well with this book.  

Even though I bought an audio book for them to follow along with a CD, they still 

had trouble reading the story, and they didn’t make the effort to understand the 

events of the story.  They complained all the time.  They didn’t do the work.  

They gave up.  They relied on the explanations I gave them instead of finding the 

important parts of the story on their own.  They didn’t even make an effort on 

their project; it had nothing to do with their story.  This book was not a good 

match for these three students, and they were ready to move on to books other 

than historical fiction. 
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Figure 6: Conversation with Josh. 

Josh: Mrs. Hriniak, will the next 
round of books be more 
historical fiction or other 
books?

Mrs. H: They will be modern 
books because my study is 
almost over.

Josh: Oh good!  For our project 
I want to act out a scene, and 
that's hard to do with historical 
fiction, so we're just going to 
do a diorama this time, but next 
time I can act out a scene with 
a modern book.
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Figure 7:  Comments from the two Midwife’s Apprentice groups. 

Kathy, Juliette, Kira, Tamera, 

Rhianna

I was too into the book

Did they have showers?

It was harsh the way they treated her

I wouldn't want to live with that crazy 

lady

The cat actually seems nice now

I thought it was heroic

I wonder if she still smells like manure

I want to read another book by this author

Would they just cook a pig like that?

This is what I think the midwife looks 

like

I wouldn't want to wear the same clothes

I bet it smelled then

Like with trading and stuff?

I like that she slept on the table

What's her hat made of?

What size were their houses?

What is that plant hanging upside down?

Did they have weaving?

Did they have clay?

How many outfits did they have?

What colors were their clothes?

Did they have books?

How expensive were they?

Did they have police?

How many shoes did they have?

I'm mad because they didn't have 

chocolate then.

I thought it was kind of sad

She learned to fight for herself.

She learned, but I hoped she would get a 

family

Don't you think there should be a movie 

of this?

I think this lady has a pretty wild 

imagination.

Josh, Karen, Britney

It's kinda boring.

Not my type

I don't like it either

Why am I in this group?

I just don't like to read

This book has too many words

What happened to her mommy?

I'm glad we have hospitals now

The story is getting more 

interesting

I'm still confused

Did they have dragons then?

They talked weird

We're a few chapters behind

I didn't read
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Stories of The Oregon Trail 

 The book is called Across the Wide and Lonesome Prairie:  The Oregon 

Trail Diary of Hattie Campbell.  We’re calling it Oregon Trail for short.  Kaylie, 

Britney, and Reuben are reading it, and I was surprised that so few students 

signed up for this book on their cards.  Based on personalities and reading levels, 

I would have thought that this group would be larger, but this is how it worked 

out.  The group was able to make a lot of connections and they asked some great 

questions. 

Figure 8:  Oregon Trail connections. 

This book reminds me of another book. (Reuben)
In Number the Stars the Jewish girl had to go on a 

boat. (Britney)

This book reminds me of my friend because the 
children died in the story. (Kaylie)

In the beginning it reminds me of my uncle because 
he died just like the uncle in the story. (Britney)

I have a book like this at home.  It's a Titanic 
book. (Kaylie)

This sounds like the book about the Donner party. 
(Reuben)

At least they didn't have to eat people like the 
Donner party.  They should have gone to Minnesota. 

(Reuben)
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Figure 9:  Oregon Trail questions. 

How could they make a fire on the boat? 
(Britney)

What about the old people?  Why are they 
stealing things? (Kaylie)

Did they see any Indians? (Reuben)

Why are they traveling?  Was there a disease at 
their old place? (Britney)

Did they have rings when they got married? 
(Britney)

Did the aunt and baby die? (Reuben)

Why does she want to be married?  She's only 
13. (Kaylie)

Why are so many people dying in the book? 
(Kaylie)

Did they have toys? (Kaylie)

Does this sound South-ish?  Most people wouldn't 
use the word 'ain't.' (Reuben)

Can we work on our project? (Kaylie)
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Eugene’s Story 

I like reading.  I like regular books, but I like historical fiction, too.  I’m 

reading The Matchlock Gun right now.  It’s pretty good.  I like it so far.  The 

Indians are invading.  She says ATEOORD and that’s the signal for him to shoot 

the gun.  I kinda like old books.  I like some about Indians and stuff that happened 

back then…old books cuz I get into it. 

I already knew a little about the French and Indian War.  I knew the 

French and Indians were invading houses.  It was sort of…well the Civil War was 

1800s, so this was before then.  I learned they had Spanish guns in the war.  I 

never saw a Spanish gun.  I just thought they had regular guns.  I would like to 

know how far it can shoot, like how much distance it can go, and accuracy. 

I want to finish reading so I can see if they survive.  Edward only has two 

bullets.  I want to know if they had jails back then, like Alcatraz, a big place for 

villains to go.  I think that would be a good idea if Alcatraz was still around today.  

Maybe they should have kept it open. 

Stories of The Matchlock Gun 

 The Matchlock Gun is one of the books I quickly added to my study when 

I realized I would need more easy books and more books for boys.  I was a little 

nervous about using it because the copyright date is the 1940s and I wasn’t sure 

how the kids would handle a truly historical historical fiction book.  Let’s face it, 

students usually interpret older books as boring, and they didn’t write books the 
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same way in the ‘40s as they do now.  I was pleasantly surprised though, and 

ended up using the book for both rounds in my study. 

 The first group to read The Matchlock Gun was Darlene, Randy, Eugene, 

and Darius.  They were so excited about the book!  They asked so many questions 

and they were very detailed in their summaries of the story. 

Figure 10:  Questions from The Matchlock Gun. 

Did they have ice? (Eugene)

Wasn't New York New Amsterdam? (Randy)

Who's gonna win the war? (Darlene)

Aren't the Americans the bad ones?  Like Columbus Day and 
stuff? (Randy)

Could kids work for money?  Like average pay? (Eugene)

Isn't this when Bach was? (Randy)

Did they have a military?  Or like a group? (Eugene)

I wonder how the Indians used to dance.  They don't dance 
like we do.  They danced different. (Darius)

How would they send letters? (Randy)

Did they have bombs then? (Darlene)
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Figure 11:  Summary comments from The Matchlock Gun. 

Edward is going to have to use the gun soon. 
(Randy)

This is from 1756, so I would like to see New 
York in 1756 because I don't think they had all 
those buildings and Times Square.  (Darius)

I don't blame that Indian.  I would've hit him 
too. (Darlene)

There's a picture of the Indian behind the 
fence looking down. (Darius)

I wonder when the Indians are going to attack.  
I just want to read about that! (Darlene)

If Indians attack, he only has two bullets, and 
then the other ones will attack him. (Darius)

Now we found out why the guy had to take the 
candle. (Darlene)
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Figure 12:  A Matchlock Gun discussion. 

Daruis:  Why would they give the little kid 
a gun?

Randy: To protect his family.

Darius:  That's the dad's job.

Randy:  But the dad left.

Darlene:  Where would he get the bullets?

Randy: The father went to the north side 
of New York.  And it said there's only two 
bullets left.

Eugene:  They should go where their 
father's at.  They'd be more safe.  Or 
with their grandparents.
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Figure 13:  The first Matchlock Gun group’s comments about their reading 

experience. 

Randy: This book is better than the last book I read.  
It's easier to understand.
Eugene: I like old books better than new ones.
Darlene: I'm starting to like this book.
Darius: This is sort of like another book I read.
Darius:  This is one of the first books I actually read!
Darlene: It's easier to understand…not like the last book 
I read.
Randy: I learned French words.
Randy:  I learned it sucked not to have electricity.

 

 The second group to read The Matchlock Gun was Jessica, Jenny, Patrick, 

and Jimmy.  Jessica didn’t enjoy the book as much as I thought she would.  I 

think she wanted to be in a group with her friends.  Eventually she came around 

and admitted that she didn’t like it at first, but that it was getting better.  Jimmy 

was very quiet in this group, but he, too, came around eventually and he had a 

really good time making his project.  Patrick had a really good experience with 

this book.  He made some very thoughtful comments, like “It doesn’t matter what 

color you are,” and “I think someone’s gonna get shot and I think it’s gonna be 
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sadness.”  Jenny showed the most enthusiasm for this book, as she had a question 

for everything about the book: 

Figure 14:  Jenny’s questions about The Matchlock Gun. 

What are brass bindings?
Is it on the map?
Would they take a plane or a boat?
How long will the boat take?
Is this their house?
How old would they be today?
Were the French soldiers mean?
What are the Indian fires for?
Where did they come from?
Do they live on a farm?
What's a musket?
What did they eat?
What is this handkerchief doll?  How would 
she make that?
What did they need a milking pail for?

 

This group also posted several comments to the Literature Circle Blog. 
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Figure 15:  Matchlock Gun blog. 

Jenny: I think Matchlock Gun is really cool because it is very 
suspenseful and there are many different actions that the characters do 
not just one.  Edward is the main character and the indians are trying to 
come after him and his mom Gertrutde.

Patrick: It's a great book because I can understand what's going on.

Jessica:  This book to me was kind of boring but maybe who ever picks 
this next time you might like it…

Patrick:  The most interesting part of the book is when Edward kills all 
of the Indians.

Jessica:  GERTRUDE IS THE MOTHER AND TUNNISE IS THE 
FATHER AND EDWARD IS THE SON…AND TRUDY IS THE 
SISTER

Jenny:  The Indians scare me

Patrick: Gertrude must not lose her head means she needs to keep 
concentrating.
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Figure 16: Jimmy’s poster for The Matchlock Gun. 
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Figure 17: Patrick’s poster for The Matchlock Gun. 

 

My Story: Projects 

 There’s a buzz in the air today.  Everyone is excited about making 

projects.  By this point most students have finished reading their books and now 

they’re using their group time to plan, create, construct, glue, staple, type, 

brainstorm, practice.  Malik is totally focused on his poster.  Kaylie and Britney 

are making a covered wagon out of construction paper.  There are games and 

several dioramas that are taking shape around the room.  Karen is writing intently.  

Kathy and Rhianna are happily cutting out cards for their game.  Eugene is typing 

on his laptop.  Jimmy is drawing on his poster.  Valerie, Jenny, and Jackson are 
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writing a script and practicing a scene from their story.  Patrick tried to share his 

diorama with me already and I had to remind him that everyone would share their 

projects tomorrow.  Tim and Ted are making a diorama.  Ross and Matt are 

wasting time, but at least they’re excited about doing a project.  Josh is typing on 

his laptop.  Chad and Jose are working on a diorama.  Jimmy is excited about his 

poster.  The Matchlock group is making masks for a skit they will perform.  Kathy 

told me that she’s so proud of her group’s project and she wants to keep it when 

they’re done presenting it.  Reuben told me about a space on his game board that 

is supposed to be a rock slide on the journey to Oregon.  Travis showed me his 

slideshow project on his laptop.  Kaylie said, “Yay!” when I said she could work 

on her project.  I can’t wait to see the finished products! 
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Figure 18: Tamera’s Diorama Project for The Sign of the Beaver. 
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Figure 19: Juliette’s Poster Project for The Sign of the Beaver. 

 

Matt’s Story 

I don’t like history.  I don’t really like reading.  I don’t like historical 

fiction.  I would rather be skateboarding and hanging out with my friends.  I 

signed up for the same books as Ross did so we’d be in the same group.  I wish 

Mrs. Hriniak would find some skateboarding books for lit circles instead of the 

historical books.  That way I’d actually read my books instead of wasting time 

and not reading during SHHH Reading (silent reading) time. 

 I was in The Big Lie and A Boy at War groups, and Ross was in both 

groups with me.  I was really quiet in our discussions, but I did my notebook 
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assignments.  I write really neat, so I got points for keeping my notebook 

organized. 

My favorite part was making the project with Ross for A Boy at War.   We 

made a World War II flag out of cardboard and yarn.  Ross took it home one day 

and I took it home the next day, and we worked on it in school so we would finish 

it on time.  And the important part about our project was that Mrs. Hriniak said 

the American flag only had 48 stars because there were only 48 states during 

World War II.  So we put 48 stars on our yarn flag, and Ross and I shared our 

project with the class and we told a summary of the story.  Well, Ross told most 

of the summary, but I added a few details when he was done.  But I had fun 

making the flag. 
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Figure 20:  Matt’s comments during discussions for A Boy at War. 

Matt's Comments during discussions for A 
Boy at War

I kinda like the book in the beginning 
cuz it's funny, but then it gets serious 
when he's in the classroom.  He doesn't 

want to get dropped off cuz it's 
embarrassing.

Is Pearl Harbor a place?

I went to a war boat.  They have a 
bunch of planes and military stuff.

I'm not really interested in this book.  I 
don't like war.  I'd rather read about 
sports.  I like personal stories about 

friendship and family.
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Figure 21:  Matt’s project for A Boy at War. 

 

Stories of A Boy at War 

 This is the book that inspired my study.  A few years ago I took a course 

on using literature circles in my classroom, and I tried this book with one of my 

groups.  They were so excited about reading the book and learning about World 

War II.  Those students asked me so many questions about the 1940s, the war, the 

military, Hawaii, everything!  They were excited about learning.  They were 

motivated.  They were inquisitive.  It was such a positive experience and it made 

me want to try lots of historical fiction and have that feeling for every reading 

group. 
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 I decided to offer this book for both rounds of my study.  In the first 

round, the group was comprised of Justin, Marc, Zachary, and Travis.  These boys 

asked a lot of questions about World War II and found a lot of connections to the 

war with Iraq.  I appreciate that they could take what they know from their own 

current experiences with war and relate them to a war that must seem so ancient 

to them. 

 The guys were really good about starting each discussion with a summary 

of their reading assignment, and usually it started with “Ooh, ooh, ooh, I want to 

share!”  Most discussions then progressed into asking questions about the book, 

clarifying parts of the story that were confusing, or giving opinions on what 

happened to the main character, Adam.  These questions and comments lead to 

questions and comments about World War II in general, and most discussions 

often ended with a transition to the other arena of the war as the boys asked about 

Hitler, the Nazis, and weapons. 
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Figure 22:  A Boy at War discussion. 

Marc: Why is it 'World War' if it's not the 
whole world?
Mrs. H: Are you wondering about South 
America?  Let's look at the map and put 
sticky notes on the countries involved in the 
war.
Zachary: Well, Germany, obviously.
Justin: And Japan.
Travis: And Hawaii.
Mrs. H: And you've got all these countries in 
this part of eastern Europe.
Justin: Russia?
Travis: What about England and France?
Zachary: And those countries there?
Mrs. H: Look at all those sticky notes!
Marc: It's mostly three continents: North 
America, Europe, and Asia.
Mrs. H: So is it a good name for the war?
Travis: No.
Justin: If Russia is so close to Alaska, could 
they have invaded?
Mrs. H: Well, look at the globe.  Russia is a 
big country and most of the fighting was 
here.
Travis: So if there was a World War III…
Marc: The world would end.
Travis: Yeah, all the nuclear bombs…woosh!
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Figure 23:  Book comments for A Boy at War. 

I'm trying to say everything I read! -Justin
Adam doesn't fit in because they don't like 
Navy brats.- Zachary
At the end I think his dad is going to die.- 
Justin
I'm getting confused in this book with the 
Nazis and the Japanese.- Zachary
So is that when the war started?- Travis
Adam got shot in the leg!- Justin
No, he got shot in the chest.- Marc
Back then couldn't they smoke at any age?- 
Travis
How did the guy get shot in the chest when 
it was planes?  And how did his dad still 
live?- Travis
What was Hawaii before it was a state?- 
Zachary
There's not that much action.- Travis
It was a weird ending.- Justin
A lot of people died there.- Travis
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Figure 24:  World War II comments for A Boy at War.   

I'm at war against homework.- Marc
My dad was born during WWII.- Zachary
My dad was in the Navy.- Justin
My uncle was in Iraq.- Travis
Albert Einstein made the atom bomb.- Travis
The Germans didn't like Hitler, they jus 
followed him.- Justin
I wonder what the world would be like if the 
Nazis won.- Zachary
What about Hiroshima? I read about that in 
another book.- Travis
I saw a movie about Pearl Harbor.- Justin

 

The second group that read A Boy at War was Matt, Ross, Malik, Eugene, 

and Tim.  They had a lot of questions, but it took a lot of explaining on my end.  I 

had to clarify some of their misconceptions and guide them towards ideas that 

related to the book.  Most of these boys were not readers, so I’m glad that they 

showed interest and enthusiasm, even if it was not as much as the first group. 
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Figure 25:  Eugene’s summary of the chapter. 

Adam saw a Japanese flag cuz there was a red 
circle.  Adam was fishing with his friend Davi.  
He thinks it's not real.  It's a dream.  Then he 
realized they were real Japanese planes that 
were bombing them several times.  Then his boat 
goes all crazy.  Then he finds his friends Martin 
and Davi on either side of him.  My opinion is I 
want to see Adam fight alongside his father.  I 
hope his dad survives.

 

Figure 26: Comments from the second Boy at War group. 

Ross: What countries did we fight?  Which 
countries were our friends?
Ross: I'm going to go back in time…go back to 
1901 and add skateboarding.
Ross: I want to know about WWII.  I like the 
Civil War, too.
Eugene: Yeah, Civil War is cool.
Malik: I like historical fiction.
Ross: What was the first war ever?
Eugene: I think he should have stayed with his 
ship to search for his father.
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Figure 27: Eugene’s Diorama Project for A Boy at War. 

 

Zachary’s Story 

 I like history.  I want to be an archaeologist.  I like to draw and I’m artistic 

and creative.  I’m kinda shy, so I don’t talk a lot in class.  I read A Boy at War and 

The Boy Who Dared.  They’re both about World War II.  I’m kinda good at 

reading, but I really liked these books so I enjoyed reading them. 
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Figure 28:  Zachary’s literature circle notebook for A Boy at War. 

*How old was Hitler when he died?

*I would want to have a fighter plane.

*Never be in a boat when bombs go 
off.

*When was Hitler born?

*This book is just right for me.

*Guns don't kill, people kill.

 

 

 

 

Figure 29:  Zachary’s sticky notes for The Boy Who Dared. 

I think the Nazis are 

cruel people
 this story is very 

good I like it

it is hard to read 

because theres two 

point of view
Zachary's Sticky 
Notes for The 

Boy Who Dared  
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Figure 30: Zachary’s literature circle notebook for The Boy Who Dared. 

*What type of guns were used in WWII?

*No, because it is when so many Jewes died 
and I don't want to see it.

*Why did Hitler do the things he did?

*Why does Hitler hate Jews?

*Nazis stink because they are murderers.

*Why was Hitler such a nut case?

 

Stories of The Boy Who Dared 

 This was a really difficult book, and I only offered it for the second round.  

It’s another World War II book, but this one is the story of a German boy forced 

to join the Hitler Youth.  It’s told through the main character’s thoughts as he 

awaits his execution and flashbacks to his earlier life.  Marc, Zachary, Justin, 

Darius, and Randy were in this group.  Marc, Zachary, and Justin had read A Boy 

at War, so they had a World War II background and were used to working 
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together as a group.  Darius and Randy had both read The Matchlock Gun, so they 

were transitioning from the French and Indian war to World War II. 

 This group functioned a lot like the A Boy at War groups.  The boys read 

the story, gave their summaries, asked their questions, and then used the 

discussion as a springboard to talk about World War II and ask the questions that 

interested them.  I’m glad they’re pursuing these interests and taking the initiative 

to ask questions and learn something for the sake of learning and not for the sake 

of the curriculum or the standardized tests. 
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Figure 31: Book comments for The Boy Who Dared. 

This is based on a true story.-Zachary
They said don't shop at Jewish stores.- Zachary
Are there American soldiers in the book?- Randy
What happened to his friends?- Randy
It was scary when Helmuth was in the jail cell and 
he hears an inmate being taken to be executed and 
he puked in a bucket.- Justin
I don't want to share.- Marc
It's interesting reading this book.  I wouldn't like it 
if I was locked in a cell.  He was like an 
abandoned dog.- Darius
He's telling a flashback.- Randy
They're in this classroom and he got yelled at 
because he dropped the flag and he got extra 
homework.- Zachary
Helmuth has to protect the church.- Darius
Figure 25:  War comments.
Hitler wanted an all-white nation, but Hitler didn't 
have blond hair or blue eyes.-Zachary
How does he kill that many people?- Justin
Is Berlin a country?- Zachary
Didn't Hitler kill his own soldiers?- Randy
How did Hitler die?- Randy
Racism was in that time period.- Randy
The book is interesting because it's war.- Zachary
My grandpa tells war stories.  He was in a tank or 
in a helicopter shooting and a bullet came straight 
back and hit his ankle.- Justin
I ask because I want to know.- Zachary
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Darlene’s Story 

 My first book was The Matchlock Gun, but now I’m reading Crispin.  It’s 

not the kind of book I normally read, but it’s interesting.  They’re blaming him for 

stealing the money and the old guy won’t tell him who his dad was.  His mom 

died in the beginning.  It’s sad how they just tore down his house.  My favorite 

part of the book is when he got to the city how he experienced all those things he 

had never seen before.  I’m kinda liking it because it’s adventurous to me. 

 I knew a little bit about medieval times before reading this book.  I 

watched this movie last year and this lady was eating pigs.  They ate weird meat 

we don’t eat.  I knew they had swords and castles and they wore the same clothes 

every day. 

 I want to know how big their houses were because in the story it said he 

lived in a small house with only one bedroom and he had to share it with his mom 

and they didn’t have money so they had to rent it. 

 I like historical fiction because they’re mostly interesting and you never 

know the stuff you could learn by reading them.  It’s so interesting what happened 

back then. 

Stories of Crispin 

 I was very nervous about using this book.  It’s a great story, and if kids 

can read it and get through it they love it, but it’s long and difficult and very 

challenging.  In past years when I’ve offered this book, students have responded 
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“Crispin!  Crispin!  Crispin!  I love that book!” and “I’ll be honest, I didn’t finish 

the book…I just gave up.” 

I only offered it for the second round, and I got a CD so that my lower 

readers could follow along and hopefully not give up.  Darlene, Rhianna, Ted, and 

Billy read Crispin, and it was quite a journey for them, but they all made it! 

Figure 32:  Ted’s comments on Crispin. 

This book is too long.

On my card, I just wrote down the first book I 
saw.

What happened to his dad?

We didn't have a chance to read this last 
year…our teacher read it to us, but we didn't 
finish.

This book is way too long.

I want to make yarn dolls for my project.

This book is fun and the project is going well.
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Stories of Out of the Dust 

 As I was planning books for my study, this book seemed to fit in naturally 

after Oregon Trail.  Both books are about girls who live in the Midwest, have 

problems based on family circumstances and geographical location, characters 

that have to contend with dust and dirt, and both books have purple covers.  I was 

hoping the group that read Oregon Trail would see these connections and sign up 

for Out of the Dust, but instead the group was Kira, Jamal, Carlos, and Kaylie.  

These four made a great group, though.  They worked well together, they were 

very detailed in their summaries of the chapters they read, and they weren’t afraid 

to ask me to clarify an event from the story or explain why something happened 

the way it did.  They were so curious about the story, the Great Depression, and 

the Dust Bowl. 
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Figure 33: Out of the Dust questions. 

Kaylie:  Why does the dad keep wanting a boy?
Kaylie:  Why doesn't her mom want her to play piano when her mom 
taught her?
Carlos:  Isnt' that why they don't have food?  Because of the dust?
Kaylie:  Did the mom have a job?
Carlos:  What could you buy for 50 cents?
Kaylie:  Why did they have the dust?
Carlos:  Did they have adoption back then?
Jamal:  Can't they move to get away from the dust?
Jamal:  How will Billie Joe react to her mother's death?
Kaylie:  Why was there kerosene on the stove?
Kaylie:  Did her mom want a boy?
Jamal:  What about school?
Carlos:  How can they afford a piano?
Carlos:  They had to sleep in dust…did it get in their eyes?
Carlos:  Couldn't they live with the aunt?
Carlos:  Was the depression during World War II?
Carlos:  Did they have cars then?  How much was the gas?

 

My Story: December 

 I’m happy with where I am right now.  There are still a lot of things I’d 

like to keep improving, but I’m glad we’ve all come to this point together. 

 I’m happy with the format for how I do literature circles.  I’ve done 

literature circles in one form or another for four years, and the particular materials 

and process I used for my study is the best way I’ve tried so far.  I like the lit. 

circle notebooks rather than packets or worksheets or role sheets.  I like the fun 

features like the sticky notes and blogs.  I like the book talks and the cards, even if 

the kids make it difficult for me to place them in a group based on their card 

choices.  I like the projects and giving students an opportunity to use their own 

creativity and their personal talents and skills to show what they have learned.  I 
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like the bookmark schedules, and having students take control of their own 

learning by setting their own reading schedule. 

 I’m happy with the way my students have responded to historical fiction.  

I’m so proud to see their excitement and enthusiasm when they’re asking 

questions because they want to know more.  I’m happy to see that there are some 

students who love history and historical fiction as much as I do.  And I’m really 

proud to see students who are non-readers say, “I didn’t like the book at first, but 

now I love it and this is the first book I actually read all the way to the end!”  

That’s one of those warm and fuzzy teacher moments that reminds me why I 

became a teacher in the first place. 
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Data Analysis 

Field Log 

I could not have done this study without my field log.  My field log was a 

3-ring binder in which I recorded my observations each day.  I set it up in the 

form of a double-entry journal.  The left column was for direct quotes and direct 

observations.  The right column was for my interpretations and reflections on 

what I had observed. 

After I had recorded my observations, I coded my field log.  I assigned 

each quote, observation, or item a label, or code.  As I acquired more observations 

in my field log, I sorted my codes, grouped similar codes, and arranged these 

codes into categories, called bins.  I arranged my codes and bins in a graphic 

organizer to help me visualize the data in my field log.  I looked at the 

arrangement of codes and bins and developed theme statements for each bin.  I 

also looked at the whole picture to see overarching themes across my whole 

study. 

Surveys 

 My students completed a survey after each literature circle.  I asked 

general questions with yes/no answers, and then asked open ended questions to 

allow students to explain in more detail their literature circle experience.  In 

analyzing the surveys, I tallied the numbers of yes and no responses.  For the open 

ended questions, I compiled a list of answers and comments. 
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Interviews 

 I conducted student interviews as our schedule allowed.  I began with a 

standard set of questions, and then added questions as the students answers and 

conversation led me.  I typed the interviews and student responses, and then 

printed them out and inserted them into my field log.  Interview transcripts were 

coded with the rest of my field log observations and the coded data was integrated 

into my bins, graphic organizer, and theme statements. 

Student Work 

 Student work was a valuable source of data for my study.  The summative 

assessments for each round of literature circles consisted of a graded discussion, a 

final analysis of the students’ notebook entries for the book, and the final project, 

all of which were based on rubric scores.  In addition to looking at the numeric 

grades, I looked further into the quality of thoughts and ideas presented through 

the student work, much of which is presented in my story. 

Teaching Partners 

 My final source of data was input from my teaching partners.  My co-

teacher, Sam, was able to give me feedback on students’ progress.  By examining 

together students’ responses for her assigned book reports, we were able to 

determine which students had actually read their books and paid attention to the 

important parts of the stories, and which students were merely paying attention to 

what I explained in our literature circle discussion of the books. 
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 Our teaching assistant and our teachers’ aide also gave me input on 

specific students or groups with whom they had worked with or read.  They told 

me if a student was struggling with the reading, if a student was off task or 

wasting time, or if students were enjoying their books and understanding the 

stories. 

Theme Statements 

 After labeling and coding my field log, I sorted and arranged my 

categories into the following graphic organizer: 

Figure 34: Graphic Organizer of Bins and Theme Statements. 

What are the observed behaviors and reported experiences when students read 

Historical Fiction in Literature Circles?

Take Charge of 
Learning
Book Choice

Reading Schedule
Responsibility

Project
Pride

Motivation
Project
Read

Ask Questions
Technology

Curious
Inquisitive
Excitement

Interest

Critical Reading
Clarify

Connect
Opinion

Predictions
Symbolism

Problem Solving
Put Self in Story

Summary
Vocabulary

Meaningful
Historical

Fiction
Experiences

Time Period Comment
Time Period Question
Time Period Clarify

Time Period Discussion
Support system
Book Comment
Book Question

Personal Connections
Opinions Matter

Projects
Proud of Work

Put Self into Story
Summary

Symbolism

Communication
Reading
Writing
Sharing

Blogging
Discussions
Questions
Speaking

Multiple 
Intelligences

Write
Speak
Project
Choice

Technology
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For each section of the graphic organizer, I developed a Theme Statement.  

These Theme Statements, or main ideas from my study, became my results and 

findings of my study: 

• When students read historical fiction in literature circles they have 

meaningful historical fiction experiences as they journey through the book 

with their group, resulting in increased enjoyment of reading and a desire 

to read more. 

• When students participate in literature circle procedures like choosing 

books and setting their reading schedule, they are taking charge of their 

own learning, which results in increased responsibility, improved 

decision-making, and pride in their work. 

• When students participate in literature circle procedures like sharing 

opinions, making predictions, asking questions, clarifying, making 

connections, summarizing, using symbolism, and solving problems, they 

are becoming critical readers, resulting in students using higher order 

thinking skills. 

• When students participate in literature circle procedures like discussing 

the book, writing in their notebook, blogging, asking questions, and 

sharing projects, they are improving communication skills by building and 

improving verbal, written, and social skills which will benefit them in the 

real world. 
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• When students read historical fiction, they are motivated by projects, by 

technology, and by the stories themselves.  Students show this motivation 

through curiosity, excitement, and interest.  This motivation results in the 

students wanting to learn more. 

• When students participate in literature circles they are using multiple 

intelligences because there are many different opportunities for students 

of all learning styles and strengths.  By using various strengths and 

strategies, students become well-rounded, can choose opportunities they 

enjoy, and can use their strengths to be successful. 
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Research Findings 

Meaningful Historical Fiction Experiences 

 When students read historical fiction in literature circles they have 

meaningful historical fiction experiences as they journey through the book with 

their group, resulting in increased enjoyment of reading and a desire to read 

more. 

When my students read historical fiction in literature circles, they 

experienced the same meaningful journeys through books and history that I did 

when I was young and fell in love with historical fiction. 

Several students showed an increased interest in history and took 

advantage of my knowledge of history and the books to enhance their own 

understanding.  All of the boys who read the World War II books used their 

literature circle discussions as opportunities to ask me questions beyond the book.  

They asked about the countries involved in the conflict, the weapons, the soldiers, 

the Holocaust, and what life was like in the 1940s.  They made several personal 

connections to our current military situation and shared stories of family members 

involved in various wars.  As Casey (2008) found, my students were motivated in 

literature circles because their ideas mattered to the group discussion.  This 

motivated them to read more, and every single student that read a book based on 

World War II went on to read another World War II book later in the year. 
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The first group that read The Midwife’s Apprentice was the same way.  

The girls were able to relate to the main character, Alyce, and so they wanted to 

learn more about her than simply what the story told them.  They wanted to know 

all about Medieval times so they could place her in a historical context or era, to 

understand exactly how she lived and survived in a time period so far removed 

from their own.  They asked me long lists of questions about what life was like 

“back then,” and connected my answers back to Alyce and her story. 

As Barton and Smith (1994) found, my students appreciated that the topics 

of historical fiction books were meaningful.  The Esperanza Rising group is a 

good example of how students were able to have more meaningful discussions 

because the story and the characters were meaningful to them.  For the whole 

group, the historical fiction book helped to develop their interest in the history of 

the 1930s and Great Depression, as well as a love of reading and a desire to keep 

reading to see how the story ends. 

Both Matchlock Gun groups were the same way.  The discussions were 

meaningful to the students because they wanted to learn more.  They wanted to 

see how the book ended.  They wanted to make the book relevant to their own 

lives. 

Another truly amazing historical fiction experience was seeing students 

completely immersed in projects about their books, specifically Kathy and her 

yarn dolls.  I was touched that she was able to make the yarn doll connection to 
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the story, and I was even more touched that she used American Girl craft books, 

since American Girl was what sparked my love of historical fiction when I was 

young. 

Upon reflection of my study and the historical fiction experiences of the 

groups, 6 out of 8 groups had meaningful historical book journeys in the first 

round, and 6 out of 8 groups had meaningful historical book journeys in the 

second round.   Some of these historical journeys were experienced on an 

individual level, but most of them were experienced as a whole literature circle 

group. 

Take Charge of Learning 

 When students participate in literature circle procedures like choosing 

books and setting their reading schedule, they are taking charge of their own 

learning, which results in increased responsibility, improved decision-making, 

and pride in their work. 

Brabham and Villaume remind us that many teachers use Literature 

Circles because students, not teachers, lead the discussions, ask the questions, and 

guide the learning (2000).  This is one of the reasons that I use literature circles so 

much.  I like students to see that the choices they make affect their education, not 

just the choices of teachers, parents, or principals.  Students need to understand 

that they are responsible for their own learning, and many of my students learned 

this during the course of my study. 
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 In choosing their books, many of my students accepted the responsibility 

of taking charge of their own learning.  Responsible students like Kira and Justin 

knew that the books they selected would be the books they would be living with 

for a few weeks, and so they were sure to choose books they were interested in 

and could handle reading. 

 For some students, being decisive and choosing three books to write on 

the card was a learning experience in itself.  Kathy was so nervous for the first 

round of book sign-ups that she asked me directly what books would be good for 

her.  Once she had experienced the first round of books and understood the 

process, she was excited to make her own choice for the second round. 

 Ted learned to take responsibility for his choices.  Rather than putting 

thought into his book choices, he simply wrote the first books I listed on the board 

for my book talks.  When Ted was assigned to the Crispin group and saw how 

long the book was, he learned that he should take charge of his own learning 

instead of having things assigned to him that he didn’t like. 

 Josh had some learning experiences in choosing books, as well.  On both 

of Josh’s cards for each round of literature circles, he wrote the title of his first 

choice multiple times so I would be sure to see which book he really wanted.  

After being assigned his first choice for both rounds, Josh struggled with both 

books and told me that he really didn’t like either of them.  Josh and I had several 

long conversations about taking charge of your own learning and making sure that 
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you look to see if a book is right for you before you declare it is the one and only 

book for you. 

 Students also learned the value of showing up and showing you care about 

your education.  In the first round, Reuben was the only student out of 34 who did 

not turn in a card to me.  Not having a card, I placed Reuben in a small group that 

needed an extra person.  Reuben accepted the consequences and my decision, but 

he realized that he could be in charge of his own learning and he made sure to 

turn in his card the second round. 

 In the second round, I had 31 cards turned in to me.  Four students were 

absent, so as with Reuben in the first round, I assigned them to groups as I saw fit, 

and they learned the value of showing up and being in school to take charge of 

their learning. 

In setting group reading schedules, there is usually one leader in the group 

who starts figuring out the schedule and others copy it down.  Occasionally I got a 

group that had no such leader and so I would set the reading schedule.  I noticed 

when I set the schedule for a group they didn’t get the idea of sticking to the 

reading schedule and getting the work done.  The importance of the reading 

schedule was more meaningful if I worked together with a group.  I also found 

that if the students set a reading schedule on their own they took more ownership 

and pride in their work. 
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Another benefit to literature circles is the opportunity for students with 

special needs to take charge of their own learning.  Blum, Lipsett, and Yocom 

found that literature circles are a good accommodation for inclusion students.  

Through literature circles, the students were able to self-assess their reading skills 

and self-manage their learning.  In the realm of special education, self-

determination is key to the empowerment and success of students.  The literature 

circle format also provided special education students with scaffolds to be 

successful at reading (2002). 

Of the 36 students on my team, 18 have IEPs, and literature circles have 

done marvelous things for them.  They have opportunities to talk about parts of 

the story they didn’t understand.  They have a variety of reading options like 

silent reading, group reading, or following along with a CD.  They are offered a 

host of project choices that cater to all students’ strengths.  They can see that there 

is support for them to be successful with literature circles, and of the 18 students 

with IEPs, 14 of them had significantly positive experiences reading historical 

fiction in literature circles. 

Higher Order Thinking 

 When students participate in literature circle procedures like sharing 

opinions, making predictions, asking questions, clarifying, making connections, 

summarizing, using symbolism, and solving problems, they are becoming critical 

readers, resulting in students using higher order thinking skills. 
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Making connections was a major part of our literature circle discussions.  

In Brown’s study, students were able to make connections with the literature 

circle books and relate to them on a personal level, which they could not do with 

the units in a textbook (2002). In my own study, all groups were able to make 

connections to themselves and to their experiences.  Some groups, especially the 

groups that read about World War II, were able to make connections to our 

society, our times, and our current military situations.  The boys shared stories of 

relatives who fought in the 1940s and relatives who are fighting now.  They 

discussed weapons and compared and contrasted World War II weapons with 

current weapons.   This confirms the findings of Brooks and Hampton (2005) that 

students want to be able to connect the past to their present lives, and students 

were able to reflect on past and present issues and situations. 

In making these connections, many students made connections to 

themselves and were able to relate to the characters of their stories.  Through the 

group discussions, I could see students identifying with characters and placing 

themselves within the stories.  In some instances, my students tried to solve the 

problems of the characters and tell what they would do in that situation, or what 

the character could do.  The group that read Out of the Dust, the Great Depression 

story, was constantly telling me what the main character, Billie Joe, should do to 

escape the Dust Bowl.  Students shared she should move, she should go live with 

her aunt, she should get a job, her father should get a job, she should play the 
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piano for a living, etc.  I think this group was able to make some connections 

between their story and current economic conditions, and several of their 

discussions focused on what Billie Joe could do to help her situation.  This 

confirms the findings of Barton and Smith, that students are actively engaged in 

discussions and can make connections between the historical fiction novels and 

their own lives (1994).   

My research also speaks to using other higher order thinking strategies 

like questioning and clarifying.  McMahon’s study of discourse in social studies 

classrooms found that students were able to generate their own questions and 

work together to find those answers (1992b).  My students had plenty of questions 

and had no problem generating them!  The first group that read The Midwife’s 

Apprentice asked pages and pages of questions, so many that I just stopped 

writing them all in my field log.  Jenny, who read Number the Stars and The 

Matchlock Gun had questions about every little detail of both of her stories.  In 

addition to asking detail-oriented questions, many students asked deeper questions 

involving themes, main ideas, symbolism, and deeper meaning.  These “thick 

questions” show their deeper understanding of the story and their use of higher 

level thinking skills. 

Many of the groups asked their questions directly to me.  They know I 

have read every literature circle book I offer.  They know I am a “history dork”, 

so I’m glad they were able to see that I was a resource to them and that they feel 
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comfortable asking me their questions.  Some groups, like the World War II 

groups and the Oregon Trail group, asked hypothetical questions or questions that 

were not directed to me, or anyone in particular, and those questions prompted the 

groups to continue their discussion and “talk out” the answer.  Rather than me 

giving the historical explanation and providing the answer, groups mused on those 

questions, shared comments and ideas, and eventually worked themselves around 

to an answer of some sort.  It may not have been the historically accurate answer, 

but it showed me they were using prior knowledge, processing the situation, and 

using higher level thinking to come to a conclusion. 

All students were able to use higher-order thinking skills either in their 

discussions or in their notebooks.  Every student asked questions, and every 

discussion involved sharing those questions, discussing the answers, or clarifying 

misunderstandings and confusing moments. 

Other higher order thinking strategies like symbolism, critical thinking, 

and analyses popped up in other discussions.  Kathy was able to find symbolism 

in Esperanza Rising and shared her thoughts on the meaning of Esperanza’s roses 

with her group.  Her group also discussed the meaning of the picture on the cover 

of the book, and why Esperanza appears to be flying, or rising into the air.  The 

boys who read about World War II thought seriously about what the war meant to 

Hitler, to the Jews, to the German citizens, and to the rest of the world.  Most 

group discussions included comments like, “I wonder…” or “I think…”  The 
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Oregon Trail group was able to analyze Hattie’s adventures along the trail and 

give suggestions, predictions, or advice to the character. 

Communication 

 When students participate in literature circle procedures like discussing 

the book, writing in their notebook, blogging, asking questions, and sharing 

projects, they are improving communication skills by building and improving 

verbal, written, and social skills which will benefit them in the real world. 

Seventh graders are social creatures.  They want to talk to each other, text 

each other, chat with each other, phone each other, email each other, and 

communicate with each other.  While much of their socialization is informal and 

non-academic, bringing communication into the classroom through literature 

circles is helping their formal communication skills like speaking appropriately in 

a small group, putting ideas into writing, speaking in front of an audience, and 

writing for academic purposes. 

McMahon’s study of discourse in social studies classrooms showed that 

students tended to write more in their logs than they shared in their discussions 

(1992b).  My study, and the work of my students, suggests the opposite.  I only 

had 5 strong notebook writers and a handful of projects in the form of a written 

report.  Instead of writing, most students were eager to share in discussion, to 

have an opportunity to talk.  Only six of my students were consistently shy and 
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quiet during discussion.  When they did share, I was happy they were practicing 

their speaking skills. 

Juliette is one of those shy and quiet kids.  She rarely speaks in class, but 

she is a phenomenal writer.  While she scored 60% on her graded discussion for 

The Midwife’s Apprentice because she didn’t comment enough, she scored 100% 

on her notebook for her insightful comments, brilliant ideas, and pages of 

thoughtful opinions.  When she did speak in discussion, I encouraged her thoughts 

and thanked her for sharing, knowing that she gets nervous but needs to learn to 

speak up in a group. 

Zachary is a similar student.  He has an extensive knowledge of social 

studies.  He knew many World War II facts.  He was a finalist in the school 

Geography Bee.  He has so many opinions and ideas to share, but he is a quiet 

student and is often silenced by his overzealous and exuberant group-mates.  

When Zachary did get a chance to speak during discussion, he shared brilliant 

comments and thought-provoking questions.  The thoughts that he wasn’t able to 

verbalize found their way to his notebook. 

At the other extreme, I have several students whose strength is not written 

expression, and those students can express themselves through their discussions.  

Ross tended to write his notebook entries quickly and his handwriting was 

difficult to read.  He would much rather tell me a summary of the story than write 

what happened in his notebook.  Jamal had a hard time keeping his notebook 
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clean and organized, and after trying to make sense of his tangled pages I was 

relieved to hear him give a complete summary, his opinion, and a prediction 

during discussion. 

For other students, literature circles were a way for them to build social 

skills.  Brabham and Villaume (2000) remind us that students are building 

conversational skills as they discuss their books.  Jenny is a student that learned 

some social skills from literature circle discussions.  She had trouble taking turns 

in discussion and sharing comments that related to the books.  She often 

monopolized the conversation with empty comments and silly questions.  After a 

lot of practice with the first book, Jenny was able to have more successful social 

interactions with her second group. 

Jenny also utilized the blog component of literature circles, and posted her 

comments instead of sharing all of them out loud and controlling the 

conversation. Thomas and Hoffmeister (2002) found that students who don’t do 

well in traditional settings do better with online message boards. 

Valenza (2008) found that instead of relying solely on discussion, students 

can post their thoughts to teacher-controlled websites to share their ideas about 

the book.  Students who are shy or don’t talk a lot in discussion can use the blogs 

as a non-verbal outlet for their opinions of the book.  Most of my shy, quiet, non-

talking students posted a comment to the blog at least once. 
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Motivation 

 When students read historical fiction, they are motivated by projects, by 

technology, and by the stories themselves.  Students show this motivation through 

curiosity, excitement, and interest.  This motivation results in the students wanting 

to learn more. 

I found various forms of evidence showing student motivation.  Students 

were motivated by projects, by technology, and by the books themselves, and they 

showed this motivation through excitement, wanting to read beyond the assigned 

reading, asking questions, staying on task, using technology and being actively 

engaged in discussions. 

Barton and Smith’s findings are similar to mine.  They found that students 

got very involved in their books and wanted to keep reading and discussing their 

books.  They were actively engaged in discussions.  The historical fiction helped 

to develop more interest in history (Barton & Smith, 1994).  These findings sound 

just like the experiences of the Esperanza Rising group.  Kathy and Valerie were 

begging me to read ahead in their books so they could find out what happened to 

Esperanza.  Their discussions were engaging and lively, and you could tell the 

whole group was really enjoying the book.  Because of their positive experience 

with Esperanza Rising, the students told me they wanted to keep reading, they 

were interested in any books similar to Esperanza, and they wanted to know more 

about her life and her time period. 
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Projects were a huge motivator in my study. Hootstein (1994) found that 

students are motivated to do projects and hands-on activities based on historical 

fiction and that being given a choice of projects is also a motivator.  This is so 

true of my study.  Even students who don’t like to read and didn’t take an interest 

in their book took an interest in the projects.  Specifically, Matt and Ross had 

several issues with the books they read, but they were very excited about doing a 

project and showed a level of focus I had not seen from them otherwise.  Kathy, 

who is a reader, was able to motivate others in her group and other groups with 

her yarn doll project for Esperanza Rising.  Not only did she spend several days 

happily making yarn dolls with her group, but she also taught the Crispin group to 

make yarn dolls, and spurred them to sit happily for days making yarn doll 

marionette puppets for a puppet show of Crispin.  Kalylie and Britney enjoyed 

reading The Oregon Trail, but their enthusiasm skyrocketed as they prepared a 

construction paper covered wagon. 

Technology was a motivator in my study. Thomas and Hoffmeister (2002) 

found that the technology component and the online interaction of message 

boards and blogs are motivating to students.  My technology took the form of a 

literature circle blog.  I only offered the blog for the second round of literature 

circles.  On the day I introduced it only one of eight groups chose to have a 

regular discussion.  Instead they wanted to explore the blog pages and post their 

comments to the blog.  Students had an opportunity to post comments about their 
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own book or read comments posted about other books.  I even had one student 

post a question about a book he was interested in reading for the next round of 

literature circles.  

When given a choice between trying the blog or holding a regular 

discussion, Reuben exclaimed, “I want to look at the blog!” and he and his group 

spent the rest of their group time intently typing their thoughts on my website.  

Other groups responded similarly.  Jose told a shy member of his group, “You 

should blog because you don’t even talk,” implying that there are multiple ways 

to share opinions of the book for students who don’t enjoy sharing in discussions.  

While reading posts on the blog, Travis remarked of another student’s post, 

“That’s a nice comment.”  Jenny was amazed at the blog process.  When her 

comment popped up on the screen, she promptly exclaimed, “There it is!  I’m 

gonna do another one!” 

 At the conclusion of my study, there were only two books out of eight that 

received no posts to the blog.  Esperanza Rising had 10 posts, Crispin had three 

posts, The Matchlock Gun had seven posts, The Boy Who Dared had one post, 

Out of the Dust had two posts, and The Sign of the Beaver had five posts.  A Boy 

at War and The Midwife’s Apprentice had no posts. 

 In looking for evidence of motivation, much of it came directly from the 

books.  While reading The Whipping Boy, Carlos told me, “This is one of the first 

books I actually read!  The other literature circle books I couldn’t get into.”  
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While Kaylie and Britney were reading The Oregon Trail, they would ask me 

excitedly, “What’s going to happen to her?”  After giving a hint to Kathy and 

Valerie about an upcoming chapter in Esperanza Rising, Kathy excitedly said, 

“Tell us!  The suspense is killing me!”  Darlene showed similar interest and 

motivation while reading The Matchlock Gun, and repeatedly commented, “I 

wonder when the Indians are going to attack!  I wonder when he’s going to have 

to use the gun!  I wonder what’s going to happen!” Higginbotham (1999) explains 

that we need to allow students to read books they are interested in so they will 

enjoy reading and become lifelong learners, and my students were definitely 

interested in the historical fiction books. 

Other groups expressed their motivation through long lists of questions, 

begging to learn more about the story and the time period of their book.  The first 

group to read The Midwife’s Apprentice left me with pages of questions in my 

field log, to the point that I stopped writing their questions and sat down for a 

genuine discussion with them.  A Boy at War and The Boy Who Dared had similar 

results with the amount of questions and genuine discussions resulting in 

teachable moments. Casey (2008) found that students are motivated in literature 

circles because their ideas matter, and my students knew they could ask me lots of 

questions about their time periods to help them understand their stories.  Knowing 

that I would be supportive of their questions and ideas was a motivator for them. 
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Multiple Intelligences 

 When students participate in literature circles they are using multiple 

intelligences because there are many different opportunities for students of all 

learning styles and strengths.  By using various strengths and strategies, students 

become well-rounded, can choose opportunities they enjoy, and can use their 

strengths to be successful. 

Richards (2006) explains opportunities for “varied expressive language 

abilities” (p. 196) like journaling, drawing, or creating projects, and this is exactly 

what I did in my study.  Students were given opportunities to respond to their 

reading by speaking, writing, or typing on the blog.  This gave the strong writers a 

chance to write, the strong speakers a chance to talk, and those who were weak in 

one of those areas could use their other intelligences to express their ideas of the 

story and give me a chance to assess their progress.  Valenza (2008) reminds us 

that students who are shy or don’t talk a lot in discussion can use the blogs as a 

non-verbal outlet for their opinions of the book, which several of my students 

took advantage of, confirming the findings of Thomas and Hoffmeister (2002), 

that students who don’t do well in traditional settings do better with online 

message boards. 

 Literature circles allow for a lot of ways to personalize a learning 

experience for a child.  My students were able to read on their own, read with a 

partner or their group, or even follow along with an audio book.  This is a strategy 
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that really helped Ted and Billy.  Ted had arbitrarily chosen to read Crispin and 

was rather upset with his choice when he realized how long the book was.  

Fortunately, there was a CD of Crispin, so Ted was able to follow along as the 

narrator read the story, and Ted stopped stressing about the long, impossible book 

which was now more manageable to him.  Likewise, Billy was a slow reader, but 

he was very interested in Crispin and the middle ages.  Billy faithfully took his 

CD home each night and followed along in his book.  At Parent-Teacher 

Conferences, Billy’s mother told us that she was so happy to see him reading a 

challenging book and that we were able to support and accommodate his learning 

needs.   

 Not all students need the support of an audio book, though.  After a few 

near-disasters with The Sign of the Beaver and the second Midwife’s Apprentice 

groups, we reminded the students that not everyone needs the CD, and some 

students’ learning styles just need some quiet time to read on their own. 

Other learning opportunities that cater to different learning styles are the verbal 

and written components of the discussion and notebook, and the technology 

component of the blog.  Students are given the most choice with their project, 

which can be anything that shows me they read their book.  Students may work 

alone, with a partner, or in a group for their project.  They can write, speak, craft, 

act, draw, sing, build, glue, type, or do anything else they can think of to 

demonstrate their story and their experience of their story.  They are given the 
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choice and opportunity to use their strengths and individual learning styles.  

Students use their particular intelligences to be successful in the assessment of 

literature circles. 
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Now What? 

 Having completed my study and the process of analyzing and publishing 

the results, there are several options for continued studies: 

 My study placed historical fiction within the context of a reading class 

using literature circles, but I am interested in what would happen if the focus was 

shifted to a social studies classroom and the emphasis of the reading was on 

learning the historical facts and details, rather than focusing on reading the story.  

Would the novel help students understand the history?  Would they enjoy 

historical fiction over other learning strategies?  Would historical fiction help 

them think critically about historical details? 

 Reading and Social Studies are just two subjects that students experience 

throughout their school day.  What would happen if literature circles were used in 

science, math, writing, music, art, or gym class?  Literature circles could be used 

with novels, textbook readings, articles, or anything else students would read in 

that particular subject area.  Literature circle procedures, like small reading 

groups, responding to reading, and discussion, could be applied to any other 

subject area. 

 Historical fiction is only one genre that students enjoy reading.  How 

would students react to a round of literature circles featuring other genres, like 

science fiction, biography, poetry, realistic fiction, fantasy, or non-fiction?  
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Rounds could be arranged to offer exclusively one genre at a time, or one book 

from each genre at a time. 

 These suggestions for further study, or any combination thereof, would be 

wonderful ways to continue the inquisitive, meaningful journeys of historical 

fiction and literature circles. 
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August 17, 2009 

 
Sarah Hriniak 
146 W. Center Street 
Nazareth, PA 18064 
 
Dear Sarah Hriniak: 
 

The Moravian College Human Subjects Internal Review Board has 
accepted your proposal: “Time Travelers in Literature Circles: Getting Inquisitive 
About Historical Fiction.” Given the materials submitted, your proposal received 
an expedited review. A copy of your proposal will remain with the HSIRB Chair. 

Please note that if you intend on venturing into other topics than the ones 
indicated in your proposal, you must inform the HSIRB about what those topics 
will be. 

Should any other aspect of your research change or extend past one year 
of the date of this letter, you must file those changes or extensions with the 
HSIRB before implementation. 

This letter has been sent to you through U.S. Mail and e-mail. Please do 
not hesitate to contact me by telephone (610-861-1379) or through e-mail 
(browerg@moravian.edu) should you have any questions about the committee’s 
requests. 
 

George Brower, Chair 
Human Subjects Internal Review Board 

Moravian College 
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Appendix B 

August 24, 2009 
 

Dear Mrs. Santanasto, 
 

 I am currently completing a Master of Education degree at Moravian College.  My 
courses have shown me the most effective teaching methods which will provide the best learning experience 
for our students.  One of the requirements of the program is that I conduct an Action Research Study of my 
own teaching practices.  My Action Research Study will focus on using historical fiction in literature circles.  
The title of my research is Time Travelers in Literature Circles: Getting Inquisitive About Historical Fiction.  
Our students will benefit from participating in this study through classroom engagement, motivation, 
achievement, and appreciation of literature. 

All students on Team 7-3 will participate in Literature Circles, as they encompass our normal 
classroom activities for Reading and ELA. Students will choose books to read, work together with their 
groups to plan an assignment schedule, talk about their books, answer questions about their books, and create 
projects based on their books. 

I will be asking parents for their permission to collect data pertaining to their child’s involvement in 
Literature Circles.   I will be collecting data by observing students, conducting surveys and interviews, and 
collecting student work.  This data will be kept in the strictest confidence and only I will have access to 
individual student data.  Students’ names will be kept confidential and the results of my research will be 
presented using pseudonyms.  All data and research materials will be stored in a secure location, and at the 
conclusion of the research study the data will be destroyed. 

Allowing me to collect data on students for my study is voluntary and will not affect their grade in 
any way.  If parents choose not to allow data collection, or choose to withdraw data collection in the middle 
of my study, I will not use any information pertaining to those students in my study, but all students will still 
be expected to participate in Literature Circles and all regular classroom activities. 

I welcome questions about this research study at any time.  Questions about the study or the 
withdrawal process can be directed to me, Mrs. Sarah Hriniak, 610-866-5781, shriniak@bethsd.org, or to my 
Moravian College advisor, Dr. Charlotte Zales, Education Department, Moravian College, 610-625-7958, 
crzales@moravian.edu.   Our guidance counselor, Mrs. Kelly Hipp, is aware of my study and can be 
contacted at khipp@bethsd.org.  

Please sign and return the consent form below by August 28, 2009.  Thank you for your dedication 
to your students’ and teachers’ learning. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Mrs. Sarah Hriniak 
Team 7-3, Nitschmann Middle School 
 
 
I have received and read the letter regarding Mrs. Hriniak’s Action Research Study.  I understand that all 
students are expected to participate in regular Literature Circle activities, and that only students with 
parent/guardian permission will be included in observation, surveys, interviews, and collection of student 
work.  I give permission for this study to be conducted. 
 
(check one)  _______ Yes  ________ No 
 
Principal Signature ______________________________________ 
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Appendix C 

August 26, 2009 
 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 

I am currently completing a Master of Education degree at Moravian College.  My courses have 
shown me the most effective teaching methods which will provide the best learning experience for your 
child.  One of the requirements of the program is that I conduct an Action Research Study of my own 
teaching practices.  My Action Research Study will focus on using historical fiction in literature circles.  The 
title of my research is Time Travelers in Literature Circles: Getting Inquisitive About Historical Fiction.  
Your child will benefit from participating in this study through classroom engagement, motivation, 
achievement, and appreciation of literature. 

All students on Team 7-3 will participate in Literature Circles, as they encompass our normal 
classroom activities for Reading and ELA. Students will choose books to read, work together with their 
groups to plan an assignment schedule, talk about their books, answer questions about their books, and create 
projects based on their books. 

I am asking you for your permission to collect data pertaining to your child’s involvement in 
Literature Circles.   I will be collecting data by observing students, conducting surveys and interviews, and 
collecting student work.  This data will be kept in the strictest confidence and only I will have access to 
individual student data.  Students’ names will be kept confidential and the results of my research will be 
presented using pseudonyms.  All data and research materials will be stored in a secure location, and at the 
conclusion of the research study the data will be destroyed. 

Allowing me to collect data on your child for my study is voluntary and will not affect your child’s 
grade in any way.  If you choose not to allow data collection, or choose to withdraw data collection in the 
middle of my study, I will not use any information pertaining to your child in my study, but your child will 
still be expected to participate in Literature Circles and all regular classroom activities. 

I welcome questions about this research study at any time.  Questions about the study or the 
withdrawal process can be directed to me, Mrs. Sarah Hriniak, 610-866-5781, shriniak@bethsd.org, or to my 
Moravian College advisor, Dr. Charlotte Zales, Education Department, Moravian College, 610-625-7958, 
crzales@moravian.edu.  Our principal, Mrs. Santanasto, has approved my study, and she can be contacted at 
610-866-5781, jsantanasto@bethsd.org, as well as our guidance counselor, Mrs. Kelly Hipp, 
khipp@bethsd.org. 

Please sign the consent form below and return by August 28, 2009.  Thank you for your dedication 
to your child’s learning. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Sarah Hriniak 
Team 7-3, Nitschmann Middle School 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I give my permission for data to be collected pertaining to my child’s involvement in Literature Circles. 
(check one)  _______ Yes  ________ No 
 
I have received and read the letter regarding Mrs. Hriniak’s Action Research Study.  I understand that all 
students are expected to participate in regular Literature Circle activities, and that only students with 
parent/guardian permission will be included in observation, surveys, interviews, and collection of student 
work. 
  
Student’s Name _________________________________________________________ 
Student Signature_______________________________________ Date______________ 
Parent Signature ______________________________________ Date_______________ 
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Appendix D 

Historical Fiction Books Used In My Study 

First Round: 

Cushman, K.  (1995).  The midwife’s apprentice.  New York: Harper Trophy. 

Edmonds, W. D.  (1941).  The matchlock gun.  New York: Paper Star. 

Fleischman, S.  (1986).  The whipping boy.  New York: Scholastic. 

Gregory, K. (1997).  Across the wide and lonesome prairie: The oregon trail 

diary of hattie campbell.  New York: Scholastic. 

Leitner, I.  (1992).  The big lie: A true story.  New York: Scholastic. 

Lowry, L.  (1990). Number the stars.  New York: Yearling. 

Mazer, H.  (2001).  A boy at war.  New York: Scholastic. 

Speare, E. J. (1983).  Sign of the beaver.  New York: Yearling. 

Second Round: 

Avi.  (2002).  Crispin: The cross of lead.  New York: Scholastic. 

Cushman, K.  (1995).  The midwife’s apprentice.  New York: Harper Trophy. 

Campbell Bartoletti, S.  (2008).  The boy who dared.  New York: Scholastic. 

Edmonds, W. D.  (1941).  The matchlock gun.  New York: Paper Star. 

Hesse, K.  (1997).  Out of the dust.  New York: Scholastic. 

Mazer, H.  (2001).  A boy at war.  New York: Scholastic. 

Munoz Ryan, P.  (2000).  Esperanza rising.  New York: Scholastic. 

Speare, E. J. (1983).  Sign of the beaver.  New York: Yearling. 
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Appendix E 

Assignment Schedule Bookmark 

Name___________________ 
My Book 
 

 
Members of My Group: 
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________ 
 
Reading and Assignment Schedule: 
Date Class 

Assignment 
Homework 
Assignment 
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Appendix F 

Literature Circle Notebook Format 

Date 

School Assignment (students list the chapters they read during class and any other 

work completed at school) 

Homework Assignment (students list the chapters they read at home and any other 

work completed at home) 

Story Elements Question (daily questions about historical fiction) 

My Book Question (daily questions about students’ experiences reading their 

book) 

Genius Moment (students’ choice of response to the section they read) 
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Appendix G 

Discussion Rubric 

All of my comments are 
irrelevant and have nothing 
to do with the story.

Some of my comments are 
relevant to the group!s 
discussion.

All of my comments are 
relevant and benefit the 
group!s discussion.

All of my comments are 
significant, thought-
provoking, and contribute to 
the group!s discussion.

I make 1 or 0 
comments.
I!m not paying 
attention.

I make 2 
comments.
I listen most of the 
time.

I make 3 or 4 
comments.
I listen.
I ask questions.

I make more than 
4 comments.
I am actively 
listening and 
responding to 
others.
I ask questions.

I didn!t do the reading.
I didn!t do my homework.
I didn!t do my notebook page.
I don!t have by book.
I don!t have my notebook.

I did some of the assigned reading.
I did not do my homework.
I have some of my notebook page 
completed.
I don!t have my book or my 
notebook.

I did the assigned reading.
I completed my homework.  I 
completed my notebook page.
I have my book and my notebook.

I did the assigned reading.
I completed my homework.
I completed my Literature Circle 
Notebook page.
I have my book and my notebook.
I did extra work for today (sticky 
notes, questions, something to 
share, etc.)

Productive CommentsParticipationPreparation

1

2

3

4
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Appendix H 

Literature Circle Projects 
Choose one!  Due date _____________ 

• poster 
• map 
• game 
• poem 
• essay 
• report 
• mini-book 
• craft 
• model 
• diorama 
• comic strip 
• journal 
• graphic organizer 
• readersʼ theater 
• act out a scene 
• letter 
• your choice...be creative! 

 
Literature Circle Final Project Rubric 

My project is totally 

disorganized and I have 

lots of mistakes.

My project is slightly 

disorganized.  I have 

mistakes in grammar and 

spelling.

My project is organized.  

I may have a few 

mistakes in grammar or 

spelling.

My project is nicely and 

logically organized.  I 

have no grammar or 

spelling mistakes.

My project is sloppy and 

is not finished.

My project is messy.  It 

looks like I did it quickly 

at the last minute.

My project is pretty good.  

I used my best 

handwriting.  It looks like 

I spent some time on my 

project.

My project is perfect.  I 

typed my work and used 

color.  It looks like I spent 

a lot of time and effort on 

my project.

My project has 

nothing to do with my 

book.

I used a few details, 

which show I may not 

have read the whole 

book.

I used some details to 

show that I read the 

book.

I used lots of details 

from the book like 

characters, setting, 

summary, and my 

opinoin to prove that I 

read and understand 

the whole book.

Organization/

Mechanics

Appearance/

Neatness

Book Details

1

2

3

4
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Appendix I 

Student Survey 

1. Did you like reading this book?     Yes No 

2. Did you learn about the time period by reading this book? Yes No 

3. Did this book make you ask questions?    Yes No 

4. Did this book make you want to learn more?   Yes No 

5. Did you have fun in this literature circle?    Yes No 

6. Did you understand the story?     Yes No 

 

7. Why did you choose this book? 

 

8. What was your favorite part about this literature circle? 

 

9. What did you want to learn about the time period? 

 

10. What did you learn from reading this book? 
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Appendix J 

Interview Questions 

Why did you choose this book? 

 

Tell me how you liked the book. 

 

What did you know about the time period before you read this book? 

 

What did you learn about the time period by reading this book? 

 

What do you still want to learn about? 

 

What was your favorite part of this literature circle? 

 

Would you choose other books like this for future literature circles? 

 

How is this book different from other literature circle books? 

 

Do you prefer historical fiction or other books for literature circles? 
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Appendix K 

Literature Circle Notebook Rubric 

My notebook is a 

mess.

My notebook is 

slightly messy.

My notebook is  

mostly neat and I 

put effort into it.

My notebook is 

neat and organized.  

It looks like I put a 

lot of time and effort 

into my Literature 

Circle Notebook.

I am missing a lot of 

pages and sections.

I miss several sections 

or I miss a whole page.

I miss one or two 

sections.  I have a page 

for every day.

I complete my Literature 

Circle Notebook page 

every day.

I complete each section.

I give one word answers.

I have short responses 

that show I may not be 

reading my book.

My responses show that I 

am reading my 

assignments and 

understand my book.

My responses show lots 

of thought and reflection.  

It is obvious I am really 

thinking about my book.

Overall EffortCompleted PagesThoughtful Ideas

1

2

3

4

 

 


